
Entry and Exit Formalities to the Greek Islands 

with Yelkenli Yachting Yachts 
 
 
In order to visit the Greek islands , exit (customs and passport) formalities from Turkey and entry 
formalities to Greece should be completed. Returning to Turkey, exit formalities from Greece and 
entry formalities to Turkey should be completed. 
Not completing these procedures: 
- is a breach of the Yelkenli Yachting charter contract, 
- disables the insurance policy of the yacht, 
- is a crime according to Turkish and Greek law. 
 
If you intend to visit any Greek islands: 
- Please tell our check-in staff about your intentions and pay the fee (200 €) for the exit formalities from 
Turkey and entry formalities to Turkey to our office. 
- Exit formalities from Turkey and entry formalities to Turkey will be completed by the help of our agencies 
listed in the following table. 
- Call our related agency while approaching the harbour where you wish to do the formalities - telling them 
you are a Yelkenli Yachting guest and your yacht’s name - and proceed according to their instructions. 
- The formalities would take about 2 hours. 
- Harbour fees for this period in Bozburun and Datça, and overtime fees are compensated by Yelkenli 
Yachting. 
- Your exit and entry ports from/to Turkey can be different from each other. 

For entry and exit formalities to and from Greece: 
- You will find the contact information of the agencies we recommend in Greece below. 
- Call the related agency while approaching the harbour where you wish to do the formalities and proceed 
according to their instructions. 
- You may choose to work with other agencies or complete the formalities yourself. 
- Your entry and exit ports to/from Greece can be different from each other. 
- There are no customs or passport police in Khalki, Tilos, Nisiros, Lipso islands. Therefore, formalities can’t 
be completed in these islands; these islands should not be the first or last Greek islands you visit.  
 

TURKEY AGENCY OFFICE PHONE CONTACT NAME MOBILE PHONE 

BOZBURUN Pera Tour  Gürkan Demirtaş +90 530 252 7083 

DATÇA Seher Tour +90 252 712 2473 Serdar Uslu +90 532 364 5178 

BODRUM Armada Marin +90 252 313 8881 Orçun Gönen +90 532 653 0804 

MARMAR İS Sanda Yachting +90 252 413 5454 İdris Uçar +90 533 730 2568 

GÖCEK A&B Yachting +90 252 645 2616 Bilgi Bozkır +90 532 393 7564 

GREECE     

SYMI Kalodoukas Holidays +30 224 607 1077 Louis Kalodoukas +30 694 484 2284 

RHODES Figen Dream Yachting +30 695 735 4714 Figen Karayusuf +30 695 735 4714 

KOS Fanos Yachting +30 224 202 0035 Seda Hamatzoglou +90 532 316 1113 

KALIMNOS Kalymna Yachting +30 224 302 9384 Vassilis Kapadakis +30 694 486 7676 

LEROS Kalymna Yachting +30 224 702 6730 Maria Magkou +30 695 783 4626 
 

 
Note:  Armada Marin in Bodrum and A&B Yachting in Göcek are our service points. 

 You can call them for any technical or service needs as well. 


